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Student Development Webinar Series
June 25 – Dr. Muhammad Hanif Bin Ramlee from School of
Biomedical Engineering & Health Sciences (SKBSK) organized a
webinar titled “Temuduga Kerja Pasca Covid-19, Apa Anda Perlu
Tahu?” on 25 June 2020. He invited Mr. Norasmadi Bin Mat Nor the
Human Resources and Administrative Manager from PD Kawamura
Kako Manufacturing Sdn. Bhd., Selangor, to share with the students
some advice on how to be well-prepared for an interview especially
during this Covid-19 pandemic. Three students from SKBSK also
joined the webinar for mock-interview session.

School of Electrical Engineering Student Trains
with the Perdana Fellows Program
Oscar Ling Fang Jack, a student from School of Electrical
Engineering, has been selected to attend the Perdana Fellows
2020, a program spearheaded by the Ministry of Youth and
Sports. This program presents Malaysian youths the once-ina-lifetime opportunity to be personally engaged at the highest
levels of the federal government and contribute to the nationbuilding. The selected youths will work as interns or temporary
assistants to members of the Cabinet including the Prime
Minister.
The Perdana Fellows 2020 exposes the selected students to
various aspects of government leadership with the supervision
from a minister who will be their mentor. Candidates for this
program must have a strong academic record and active in
extracurricular activities. Congratulations Oscar for this golden
opportunity!
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School of Computing: Webinar Series Continued

The fourth webinar series by SC

The third webinar series by SC

In June 2020, School of Computing conducted another two webinar series titled “What to Expect from EAssessment?” and “Pursue Your Master/PhD at School of Computing UTM”. Both webinar series involved the
participation from School of Computing students as the moderator and panelists.
Since movement control orders are being extended into different cycles, these webinar series conducted by School
of Computing since May 2020 are great alternatives to face-to-face learning sessions. Such sessions should be
continued since both students and lecturers can still share with and learn from each other without having to be on
campus.

School of Computing won 3rd place in SEMS 3.0
UTMXCITE Sustainable Entrepreneurial Mindset Showcase 2020 (SEMS
3.0) is UTMXCITE flagship program that aims to democratize and
nurture the spirit of technopreneurship among UTM students in
developing their ideas to solve challenges pertaining to Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). SEMS 3.0 is tailored exclusively for
entrepreneurship students. Due to Movement Control Order (MCO),
SEMS 3.0 is entirely conducted via online. After series of judging and
reviewing, the team from School of Computing (SC) won the third place
in the competition. Congratulations!

SC was placed third in the SEMS 3.0 program
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